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Van Persie working on a different plane 
Liverpool 1 
Koscielny 23 (og) 
Arsenal 2 
Van Persie 31, 90+2 
Referee: M Halsey Attendance: 44,922 
Amid the avalanche of statistics that rained down on Robin van Persie after goals 
number 30 and 31 of a stellar season had enhanced Arsenal's prospects of 
Champions League football and damaged Liverpool's, there was one, more than 
any other, that told of a striker at the peak of his powers. 
It revealed that in the last four matches that the forward has scored, no 
goalkeeper has saved one of his shots on target, with seven shots yielding seven 
goals. 
Maximum efficiency is being achieved. Just as gymnasts once aimed for a perfect 
ten and fencers look to avoid quite literally being foiled, so goalscorers dream of 
becoming so unerringly accurate in their finishing that goalkeepers are taken out 
of the equation. That is the level at which Van Persie is operating and his period of 
perfection is propelling Arsenal away from the failure that would surely be their 
fate without him towards a top-four finish that may keep him at the Emirates. 
"As a goalkeeper sometimes there is just nothing that you can do," Wojciech 
Szczesny confessed. "But I think he has improved me as a goalkeeper. He scores 
plenty of times in training, it is quite embarrassing sometimes playing against him. 
We get bullied. I am not going to lie." 
Jose Manuel Reina, a fellow member of the goalkeeper's union, found out on 
Saturday just how Szczesny is made to feel by Van Persie on a daily basis. Twice 
he found himself exposed to the 28-year-old's genius and twice he was beaten, 
the most telling element of each goal being that when the ball fell, in the first 
instance, to Van Persie's head, and in the second to his peerless left foot, it was 
hard to imagine anyone visualising anything but a goal. 
His flawless finishing is only part of the story, though. It is the development of Van 
Persie from gifted but erratic winger to one of world football's most feared 
forwards that most captures the imagination as it reveals an age-old tale of 
sporting success of how potential can be fulfilled if the individual makes the most 
of the collective. In Van Persie's case this has meant learning from Thierry Henry 
and Dennis Bergkamp and how, in particular, their movement off the ball gave 
them the freedom to express themselves. 
"They were always one or two steps ahead of the defenders, which is especially 
difficult in English football," he once said. 
In the build-up to both goals, Jamie Carragher learnt the hard way that Van Persie 
is now mastering that art, the Liverpool defender's failure to prevent his 
opponent from getting goal side providing evidence of his own waning powers of 
recovery and the Dutchman's growing ability to find space where others find 
none. The temptation was to wonder how much better Liverpool would be if they 
had a forward nearing Van Persie's prowess. 
This was the ninth time this season that they have dropped points at home and 
on several of those occasions, and on this one, their superiority has not been 
reflected in the result due to the fatal flaw of not being able to take anything like 
a respectable number of the chances they create. 
But having spent [pounds sterling]58 million on two forwards -- Andy Carroll, 
whose three goals this season mean he has scored fewer for Liverpool this season 
than they have accrued in own goals as Laurent Koscielny took the tally to four, 
and Luis Suarez, who won the penalty that Szczesny saved from Dirk Kuyt and hit 
a post but once again failed to score -- it is hard to make any excuses for them.It is 
this failing, more than any other, that makes another season without Champions 
League football an increasing likelihood at Anfield. 
"It's tough for them now," Szczesny said. "I can't see Arsenal dropping ten points 
between now and the end of the season." 
At one point earlier this season, Liverpool were seven points better off than 
Arsenal -- "we were in a bit of a shambles," Wenger conceded -- an advantage 
that led to a rise in expectations on Merseyside that Kenny Dalglish's side look 
unable to live up to regardless of the improvements he feels have been made. 
After Saturday's defeat, Dalglish asked for his team to be assessed on their 
performance rather than the final score, the kind of doublespeak that managers 
routinely revert to when they know results are not being delivered. 
It was not so long ago that Wenger was in similar territory but the Arsenal 
manager could count on the brilliance of Van Persie. How Dalglish must wish he 
could do the same. 
While the Premier League's top scorer seems unable to hit anything other than 
the back of the net,Liverpool's misfiring forwards continue to hit everything but 
and therein lies the difference between the two clubs. 
Ratings LIVERPOOL 4-4-1-1 J M Reina 5 MKelly 5 J Carragher 4 M Skrtel 7 J Enrique 
5 J Henderson 7 J Spearing 7 C Adam 5 S Downing 6 D Kuyt 7 L Suarez 7 
Substitutes: C Bellamy (for Downing, 88), A Carroll (for Spearing, 90). Not used: M 
Doni, S Coates, M Rodriguez, J Shelvey, J Flanagan. Next: Sunderland (a). ARSENAL 
4-1-4-1 WSzczesny 8 B Sagna 6 T Vermaelen 0 6 LKoscielny 5 K Gibbs 4 A Song 4 T 
Walcott 5 MArteta 5 TRosicky 6 Y Benayoun 5 R van Persie 9 Substitutes: A Diaby 
(for Arteta, 53 5), Gervinho (for Benayoun, 81), A Oxlade-Chamberlain (for Diaby, 
81). Not used: L Fabianski, C Jenkinson, M Chamakh, I Miguel. Next: Newcastle (h). 
 

 

 
Wenger hopes Van Persie can make impossible possible against Milan 
Liverpool (1) 1 
Koscielny 23og 
Arsenal (1) 2 
Van Persie 31 90 
Referee Mark Halsey 
Attendance 44,922 
Not content with producing one Kodak moment to win the game, Robin van 
Persie re-emerged from the players' tunnel almost an hour later to take 
photographs of an empty and eerily silent Anfield. Arsenal can only pray their 
brilliant Dutchman wanted to record the day of his first goals 
against Liverpool and not historic English stadiums he may soon leave behind. 
It reflected Van Persie's stature in a season of 31 goals that he should have a 
major influence on the Champions League aspirations of two clubs on Saturday - 
pushing Arsenal closer to a 15th consecutive campaign among the European elite 
and Liverpool away from their main target for a third year. All around him, the 
task of persuading the striker to extend a contract with 15 months remaining 
continued. 
Alex Song played his part with the pass that enabled his captain to beat Jose Reina 
inside the near post with a glorious 92nd-minute volley. Arsene Wenger worked 
on the emotions with a tribute to Van Persie's "exceptional development as a 
player and as a human being". It will be a concerted effort that convinces the 28-
year-old he can win the highest honours in an Arsenal shirt that will determine his 
future, however, and slowly, sometimes falteringly, Wenger's team are displaying 
the strength of character required. 
Arsenal have transformed their Premier League campaign between losing 
to Liverpool at the Emirates in August and inflicting the first home defeat on 
Kenny Dalglish's team this season. If only they could condense that recovery into 
90 minutes against Milan tomorrow. 
"We want to make the impossible possible. That is basically our target," said 
Wenger, whose team trail 4-0 from the first leg. "When we played Liverpool at 
the start of the season it was a bit of a shambles. We were in a bit of disarray 
because we had a full transfer period and we were unstable. At the time we last 
playedLiverpool we were 17th in the league so we had, first of all, room for 
improvement and I think we have improved a lot." 
In Van Persie and the goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny, Arsenal had the two best 
players on the pitch. But not the better team. Liverpool dominated the first half, 
exploiting the Arsenal midfield's failure to protect their defence with quick, direct 
passing to create chances almost at will. Once again they could not score, not 
even from a penalty for the sixth time this season - eight if you include the Carling 
Cup final shootout - when Szczesny tripped Luis Suarez and saved the spot-kick 
and rebound from Dirk Kuyt. 
Dalglish labelled the Liverpool performance "outstanding" and said only a "wee 
bit of luck" was missing as they hit the woodwork twice. It was an inaccurate 
lament. A performance cannot be lauded when it lacks the most important 
aspect. Kuyt apart, Liverpool had no one with conviction inside the Arsenal 
penalty area. On television afterwards Jamie Redknapp was among many of 
a Liverpool persuasion to ponder what Dalglish's team could achieve with Van 
Persie in attack. "But those kind of players cost pounds 40m," said Redknapp, 
overlooking the fact Liverpool spent pounds 57.8m on two forwards 14 months 
ago. Suarez and Andy Carroll have a combined total of nine league goals this 
season. 
Liverpool had Laurent Koscielny to thank for their goal when the defender sliced 
Jordan Henderson's cross inside his own post, before Van Persie headed the 
equaliser. His winner was only the third time in nine yearsLiverpool have lost a 
league game at home having scored first. Every time to Arsenal. 
Man of the match: Robin van Persie (Arsenal) 
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 Luck is not what Dalglish lacks 
Liverpool 1 
Koscielny og 23 
Arsenal 2 
Van Persie 30, 90 Att: 44,922 
When Kenny Dalglish suggested, after this defeat, that a "bit of luck" was required 
to reignite Liverpool's faltering attempt to qualify for the Champions League, it 
was as though Anfield was witnessing a modern-day adaptation of the Emperor's 
New Clothes. 
With even Robin van Persie admitting that Arsenal had "nicked" a 2-1 victory with 
his winning volley, two minutes into stoppage time at the end of a game 
dominated by the home side, Dalglish's assertion that fortune had deserted his 
players held at least some truth. 
But to suggest that the primary objective of Liverpool's season - Champions 
League qualification - is in the balance because luck has not been wearing a red 
shirt is little more than a diversionary tactic, aimed at deflecting inquisitive eyes 
from an uncomfortable reality. If Liverpool are forced to endure a third successive 
campaign without Champions League football next season, bad luck will have 
nothing to do with it. 
As Van Persie moved Arsenal 10 points clear of Dalglish's team with his 31st goal 
of the season, he leftLiverpool nursing a home record of four victories and eight 
draws in 13 games this term. They have dropped 13 points at Anfield, leading 
goalscorers Craig Bellamy and Luis Suarez have netted just six goals apiece, four 
penalties have been missed in the league and, although Premier League statistics 
show Liverpool have struck the woodwork 21 times this season, that surely points 
towards poor finishing rather than ill luck. 
Liverpool hit the post twice and Dirk Kuyt saw a penalty, and his follow-up shot, 
brilliantly saved by Wojciech Szczesny. 
Meanwhile, Arsenal created little, yet Van Persie displayed the ruthless finishing - 
or maybe just some of that crucial good luck - that Liverpool have lacked all 
season by scoring twice, with a first-half header and late volley, to cancel out 
Laurent Koscielny's own goal and claim the points. The Carling Cup victory against 
Cardiff City at Wembley six days earlier had ended Liverpool's six-year wait for 
silverware and led to talk of the success propelling Dalglish's team into the top 
four. 
Tom Werner, the Liverpool chairman, insisted at Wembley that "our goal is still to 
reach the Champions League", while director of football Damien Comolli talked of 
those 'big players' eager to arrive at Anfield this summer because they 'believe in 
the project.' That project is now likely to consist of Europa League action rather 
than Champions League, which in some ways will complicate Liverpool's attempts 
to return to the elite at the earliest opportunity. 
So what happens now? Dalglish admits Arsenal's unlikely victory "might be the 
next education for us - to be ugly and win", but he also bemoaned those critics 
who are "going to judge people by the scoreline" as "disappointing". For a club 
who have always preached that the league table does not lie, it appears odd to 
suggest observers should not judge the team by the scoreline. 
Midfielder Jordan Henderson, who produced perhaps his best performance since 
his move from Sunderland, insists the top four remains within reach. "There is 
plenty of football left, so we've just got to keep working hard and keep playing 
like we did against Arsenal," he said. 
While Arsenal aim to consolidate fourth and even target third, Liverpool lie 
marooned in seventh. Lucky for some, perhaps but not Liverpool. 
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Van Persie a winner on points and stats 
There was so much nonsense emanating from Anfield by the end that it was 
tempting to think some irony must have been mixed in. The Arsenal fans sang of 
"by far the greatest team" after Robin van Persie had stolen victory for their fairly 
dismal side and then Kenny Dalglish started talking of how "if you want to judge it 
on points it would be disappointing". The last time anyone checked, points were 
the means of calibrating who should qualify for the Champions League. 
Dalglish also invoked the curse of bad luck in his side's defence and perhaps he 
would also have alluded to this being Liverpool's 13th home game, had he hung 
around for long enough, though fortune does not come into it. Trot out as many 
figures as you like about Liverpool hitting the woodwork (21 times now) or 
missing penalties (six this season, equalling the club record of 1963-64 and 1972-
73), nothing can obscure the fact that they lack a 20-goal-a-season striker or 
midfielders with a game-changing quality. 
Liverpool do happen to be blessed with supporters whose statistical analysis 
provides a lucid interpretation of where the club's strengths and weaknesses lie, 
accessible through the Tomkins Times website. It is one such analyst, Dan 
Kennett, who has provided the essential data on "clear chances" created and 
converted, leavingLiverpool with fewer goals scored as a club this season than 
Van Persie has all on his own. Creating them isn't too much a problem - one every 
40 minutes - but the conversion percentages are something from which Dalglish 
will want to avert his gaze. Liverpool convert 27 per cent, against a Premier 
League average of 38 per cent. Luis Suarez, still with only six goals to his name this 
season, converts a clear chance every 76 minutes and his 24 per cent conversion 
rate makes him less than half as potent as Edin Dzeko, Javier Hernandez or Demba 
Ba in those potentially pivotal moments. He perhaps resembles Carlos Tevez in 
the way he fights through games, but he needs a calm space to construct the kind 
of scoring record - 81 goals in 110 Eredivisie games - which left Ajax resigned to 
his departure months before he left for Merseyside. 
There was neither rhyme nor reason about Liverpool at times. When Dirk Kuyt 
powered a low cross beyond Kieran Gibbs, Martin Kelly, the right-back, was 
standing on the left-hand side of the six-yard box to miss a clear chance. The 
stadium's frustration with Charlie Adam's concession of the ball to Arsenal was 
audible. Steven Gerrard - whose sheepish pre-match presentation of the Carling 
Cup trophy suggested that he knowsLiverpool should not be shouting too loud 
just yet - was missed. Lucas Leiva is, too. More, perhaps, than anyone imagined. 
The Arsenal manager, Arsne Wenger, was so surprised by a victory in which the 
simple, effortless majesty of Van Persie's two volleys rendered Liverpool's 
bluntness all the more painful, that he even looked to Wednesday night's Milan 
return with optimism. "We want to make the impossible possible - that is basically 
our target. You never know in the game." The 4-0 deficit will not stop him 
throwing Van Persie into the match, he confirmed. 
Wenger feels his side have journeyed far from the 2-0 home defeat 
to Liverpool on 20 August, which came amid the departures of Cesc Fabregas and 
Samir Nasri. "We were in a bit of a shambles [then]," he reflected. "We were in a 
little bit of disarray because we had a full transfer period and we were unstable. 
We lost [Jack] Wilshere as well. We lost [Abou] Diaby. What has happened to us 
was unbelievable and we have had to rebuild the team. We started from very 
deep and I don't know if you remember the headlines but people were saying we 
were playing not to go down." 
This game - a pale imitation of the May evening in 1989 when Liverpool led the 
First Division by three points and somehow surrendered it to Arsenal - didn't feel 
like a north London rebuild, though Wojciech Szczesny's explanation of his double 
save from Kuyt's penalty attested to Wenger's powers as a manager. "He 
[Wenger] said I move my feet too early and I end up losing a few inches by 
moving my feet earlier," said Szczesny, who had conceded three successive kicks 
having gone the right way. "Today I said 'I am not going to move my feet and go 
as late as I can' and it worked. He will try and get all the credit for that! It is always 
hard to take stick for not saving a penalty because it is hard for a goalkeeper to 
save a penalty, so he put a little bit of pressure. But it worked, so I cannot say 
anything." 
Szczesny also reflected that he could not see Arsenal ceding a 10-point advantage 
to let Liverpool into the Champions League, though on this evidence the presence 
of either in next season's tournament will look like a breach of the Trade 
Descriptions Act. 

 
HE'S ROBIN YOU BLIND, KENNY; Blinkered Kop boss salutes his side.. 
everyone else hails Van the man 
LIVERPOOL 1 ARSENAL 2 
LIVERPOOL: Reina 5, Kelly 6, Carragher 6, Skrtel 7, Enrique 6, Adam 5, Spearing 6 
(Carroll 90), Kuyt 7, Henderson 6, Downing 6 (Bellamy 88), Suarez 5.Goal: 
Koscielny og 23 REF: Mark Halsey ATT: 44,522 
ARSENAL: Szczesny 8, Sagna 6, Vermaelen 8?, Koscielny 6, Gibbs 6, Arteta 5 (Diaby 
53, 6 Oxlade Chamberlain 81), Song 6, Walcott 5, Rosicky 5, Benayoun 6 (Gervinho 
74, 5), Van Persie 9. Goals: Van Persie 31, 90 
 
 

 

TO GET your brain cells going on a Monday morning, here's a little quiz for you. 
When Liverpool boss Kenny Dalglish spoke about an "outstanding performance" 
in this entertaining game, was he referring to: A. Robin van Persie. B. Robin van 
Persie or C. Robin van Persie? Believe it or not, it's none of the above, but his 
own Liverpool side - which is slightly curious, given no performance with such a 
painful lack of responsibility in the final third could ever be described as 
outstanding. 
"Never mind how good Van Persie was or is, we did enough to have won easily," 
was Dalglish's assessment. But they did not do enough to win, they did not do 
nearly enough in the penalty area where they were not even average, never mind 
outstanding. 
Of course the answer is Arsenal's Dutchman, despite what Dalglish says. 
Where Liverpool (Dirk Kuyt aside) lacked anyone prepared to take responsibility in 
the box, Van Persie was not only prepared to accept it, he demanded it. 
Afterwards, Liverpool old boy Jason McAteer summed up the striker, saying: "I 
concentrated solely on him for 10 minutes and he seems so uninterested outside 
the box, but when he crosses the 18-yard line he comes alive - his movement, his 
desire in there is extraordinary." 
It's not often you see Jamie Carragher outmuscled but that's what he did for the 
first goal. And it's not too often you see Pepe Reina so embarrassed either, but 
truly he was mugged for the second goal. Van Persie scored his winner two 
minutes into stoppage time when he drifted on to a ball from Alex Song and 
duped Reina at his near post - a goalkeeper's ultimate humiliation. 
But Liverpool's struggling keeper is not alone. As Arsenal's other hero Wojciech 
Szczesny explained afterwards, their centre forward has a habit of making his own 
goalies look mugs too. 
The Gunners No.1 was brilliant, saving a penalty and Kuyt's follow-up, 
denying Liverpool almost singled handed at times, but he said it's not always like 
that. 
"I am not going to lie to you, we get bullied by him in training. It is quite 
embarrassing sometimes playing against him," he admitted. 
"As a goalkeeper sometimes there is just nothing that you can do. It is 
embarrassing but I think he has improved me as a keeper." 
Van Persie showed his respect for Liverpool when an hour after the game he 
wandered alone around the famous old stadium taking pictures on his camera 
phone for souvenirs. 
But he showed less respect during the game, exposing the fundamental weakness 
in the home side, even after they gave the Gunners a spanking in the first half. It 
was a strange game, in the sense that Arsenal were rubbish for much of it, bar 
their keeper and their talisman centre forward. 
Liverpool strode through the visiting midfield like it wasn't there for the first 50 
minutes. Never have I seen such a poor midfield in such a lauded side, though 
injury to Mikel Arteta was a hindrance and the brief re-emergence of Abou Diaby 
improved matters. Yet for all their superiority, the home team were exposed. 
Dalglish has been a scratched record through the eight league draws at Anfield 
this season, lauding his team. But there is a reason they have taken only 20 points 
at home while Manchester City have taken 42. 
They can't finish. Even their goal here was scored by the hapless Laurent Koscielny 
when he hacked in horribly at the near post. 
It was evident in that bizarre first half. 
When they got the ball around the box, only Kuyt showed any willingness to take 
responsibility, the rest happier passing the buck. 
Luis Suarez is a fine player with incredible skill, but he's not a true scorer and 
that's a problem when he is the main man - especially when Craig Bellamy, who 
has that instinct, is ignored. 
If Arsenal had the same problem, they would be stuffed, because the obvious 
weaknesses at the back and their powderpuff midfield makes them vulnerable. 
Yet remarkably, they are still going to finish fourth ahead of Chelsea 
and Liverpool, who cannot now make up a 10-point gap with so few goals in 
them. 
It is a testimony to Van Persie's remarkable scoring record, and perhaps also to 
the skill in their side, even in the face of such obvious physical weaknesses. That is 
a matter of pride to their manager Arsene Wenger, who may well have avoided a 
summer of turmoil with this result. 
"At the start of the season we were in a bit of a shambles, in a little bit of disarray 
because we had a full transfer period and we were unstable," he admitted. 
"We lost Fabregas and Nasri and we lost Wilshere and Diaby through injury too. 
He came on today and look what an impact he made. 
"What has happened to us was unbelievable and we have had to rebuild the 
team. 
"But I believe the players have grown because of that. 
"We started from very deep and I don't know if you remember the headlines but 
people were saying we were playing not to go down. 
"Now we have 49 points and are much more solid, in a much better position." 
But if Wenger is to build another title-winning side, he will have to sign top-class 
defenders and central midfielders with the strength of a Patrick Vieira or a Sol 
Campbell - as well as keeping Van Persie. 
And Liverpool? Well they must hope Van Persie's enthusiasm for taking pictures 
of Anfield reveals a deep love of the club and offers the prospect of a spectacular 
transfer coup this summer. 
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LIVERPOOL FC came crashing back down to earth after their Carling Cup glory as 
they suffered a last-gasp 2-1 defeat at the hands of Arsenal in the Premier League 
at Anfield. 
Robin van Persie's double clinched maximum points for the Gunners and 
delivered a devastating blow to the Reds' hopes of Champions League 
qualification. 
The prolific Dutchman grabbed a dramatic winner in stoppage time to ensure 
Arsene Wenger's fourth placed side are now 10 points ahead of Liverpool. 
It was Liverpool FC's first home defeat since Tottenham won at Anfield last May 
and Kenny Dalglish's men were left to rue a succession of missed chances. 
Dirk Kuyt failed to convert from the penalty spot early on before Laurent 
Koscielny's own goal put LFC in front. 
However, that was scant reward for their first half domination and they paid the 
price for their lack of a finishing touch when Van Persie headed Arsenal level 
before the break. 
In the second half Liverpool FC struggled to break the Gunners down and were 
left stunned late on when Robin Van Persie volleyed home his 25th league goal of 
the campaign. 
Dalglish made four changes following the Reds' triumph at Wembley six days 
earlier. 
Jamie Carragher returned in place of Daniel Agger, who is facing around three 
weeks out with a cracked rib. 
Steven Gerrard missed out after picking up a minor hamstring injury on England 
duty in midweek so there was a start for Jay Spearing in midfield. 
Wembley hero Kuyt came in for Andy Carroll, while young full-back Martin Kelly 
replaced the injured Glen Johnson. 
Arsenal were unchanged from the side which produced a stunning fightback from 
2-0 down to beat Tottenham 5-2 last week as striker Van Persie and defender 
Thomas Vermaelen both passed fitness tests. 
Gerrard got a hero's reception after taking the Carling Cup out on to the pitch 
before kick off and the feelgood factor around Anfield continued as Liverpool 
FC bossed the opening exchanges. 
Wojciech Szczesny rushed out of his box to head clear and deny Luis Suarez. The 
ball dropped kindly to Stewart Downing 35 yards out but with the net gaping he 
fluffed his kick. 
Liverpool FC continued to get in behind the Gunners and it took a fine challenge 
from Bacary Sagna to dispossess Downing. 
On 18 minutes the hosts were handed a glorious chance to break the deadlock. 
Suarez and Kuyt played a neat one-two inside the box and Szczesny recklessly sent 
the Uruguayan frontman sprawling. 
Mark Halsey pointed to the spot and Kuyt took responsibility but for the sixth 
time this season Liverpool failed to convert from 12 yards. 
The Dutchman's initial effort was parried by Szczesny and he scuffed the follow 
up, allowing the keeper to get across and push the ball to safety. 
Unperturbed, the Reds kept pressing and got their reward in the 23rd minute. 
Spearing and Downing combined to set Henderson racing clear down the right. 
The youngster crossed to the near post and Koscielny inadvertently turned it into 
his own net. 
It should have been 2-0 soon after but Henderson's strike was parried by Szczesny 
and Suarez slammed the rebound against the post. 
Arsenal had rarely threatened apart from an early effort from Theo Walcott which 
Pepe Reina gathered at the second attempt but just past the half hour mark they 
were level. 
It was a desperately poor goal for Liverpool FC to concede. Sagna was allowed to 
cross under no pressure from the right and Van Persie got in front of Carragher to 
head past Reina from six yards out. 
Liverpool FC responded and Suarez almost restored their lead six minutes before 
the interval. Latching on to Downing's pass, he burst into the box and left Alex 
Song and Vermaelen trailing but his low strike was kept out by Szczesny. 
Then on the stroke of half-time Kuyt turned Charlie Adam's cross from the left 
flank against the far post. 
Early in the second half Suarez dragged a shot into the side netting before there 
was a six-minute stoppage following a head injury to Mikel Arteta after a collision 
with Henderson. 
The former Everton FC midfielder was finally stretchered off to an ovation from 
both sets of fans and replaced by Abou Diaby. 
Arsenal kept possession much better in the second half and, attacking the Kop, 
Liverpool struggled to create clear cut opportunities. 
Szczesny was out smartly to make a brave block to prevent Kelly latching on to 
Skrtel's header. 
Kelly continued to get forward and should have scored his first Premier League 
goal on 69 minutes. The young defender met Kuyt's inviting cross at the far post 
but scuffed wide. 
Three minutes later Liverpool FC enjoyed a let-off of their own. Kieran Gibbs got 
in behind Kelly and pulled the ball back for Walcott. His deflected shot was goal-
bound but Reina stuck out a leg to keep it out. 

 

 
Downing volleyed wide but the hosts increasingly ran out of ideas. Dalglish 
introduced Craig Bellamy in place of Downing in search of some inspiration but it 
didn't happen. 
Cruelly, it was the Gunners who grabbed a dramatic late winner. In the second 
minute of stoppage time Song's lofted pass picked out Van Persie and he 
dispatched a powerful volley inside LFC keeper Reina's near post. 
 

 
Arsenal match-winner Robin van Persie admitted his side did not deserve their 2-1 
win at Liverpool this afternoon. 
But the striker hailed the result as massive in the race for fourth place in the 
Barclays Premier League. 
Van Persie scored twice, including a late winner, as the Gunners battled back from 
going behind to Laurent Koscielny's own goal. 
"It means a lot, to score at Anfield is big because Anfield is a massive ground," the 
Holland striker told Sky Sports 2. 
"I'm proud of that, but even more proud of this win. I don't think we really 
deserved it to be honest because Liverpool played better." 
He added: "I think we are 10 points ahead of Liverpool now and we can wait to 
see what Spurs do tomorrow (against Manchester United). It's a big win, a 
massive win." 
Van Persie's winner, a beautifully-struck side-foot volley inside Jose Reina's near 
post from Alex Song's pass, was reminiscent of a goal he scored against Everton 
earlier in the season. 
"It was the same pass from the same guy, Alex, an unbelievable pass," he added. 
"This one I hit with the inside of my foot, but again it was an unbelievable pass. 
"Alex is a really good player, he can see it (the pass) and actually do it." 
Arsenal boss Arsene Wenger admitted his side could have been 3-0 down at half-
time, but paid tribute to Van Persie for a "special" goal. 
"In the second half I thought if it stayed 1-1 until the last 10 minutes, you never 
know, we have the quality to create chances," he told Sky Sports 2. 
"In the second half we had chances, the problem was the first half when we were 
not in the game. We were fortunate it was 1-0 at half-time because we could have 
been two or three down. 
"But when you see the ball landing at the feet of Van Persie you know he can 
deliver a special goal. He did that today. 
"You can never afford to lose a player of that quality. In every game he comes up 
with something special." 
Arsenal goalkeeper Wojciech Szczesny made a magnificent double save from Dirk 
Kuyt's penalty when the score was 0-0 and Wenger was full of praise for the 
Pole's display. 
"There were two men of the match today, Wojciech Szczesny and Van Persie," he 
said. 
Wenger added: "It (the win) keeps the confidence high and we are on a good run 
now. It puts us in good condition to make the impossible possible on Tuesday 
night (against AC Milan in the Champions League)." 
Szczesny pushed away Kuyt's initial spot-kick and then recovered to brilliantly 
push away his follow-up, but played down the save. 
"I think he scuffed the rebound, it was not actually that difficult a save in the 
end," he said. 
Liverpool manager Kenny Dalglish was keen to focus on the positives from his 
side. 
"It's difficult for anybody to believe (Liverpool did not get at least a point)," the 
Scot said. "We played some fantastic stuff and came away with nothing. 
"I think it's rewarding to play a team like Arsenal and play as well as we have 
done, being so dominant in the first half. The scoreline doesn't really reflect the 
game. 
"We were beaten because we didn't score enough goals. Van Persie's a fantastic 
footballer, no doubt about that. But we did enough to win that game." 
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Van Persie perfection sinks Liverpool 
With a first home defeat of the season, unlucky as it was, Liverpool effectively 
surrendered any hope of a Champions' League place while Arsenal's fourth 
successive victory confirmed an ability to push Tottenham and Chelsea all the way 
for one - something younger supporters must regard as their birthright. If hardly 
one of the classics that have punctuated the meetings between the teams, it did 
at least have one of the more dramatic finishes, as Robin van Persie volleyed a 
winning goal at the start of eight minutes of added time, caused in part by a 
nasty-looking neck injury to the former Evertonian Mikel Arteta. 
Having earlier headed an equaliser, the inspirational Dutchman has 31 goals this 
season - one more thanLiverpool have managed in 26 League games. It took an 
Arsenal player to score for them yesterday, Laurent Koscielny slicing into his own 
net and while they can point to having struck the bar or post 21 times, a 
carelessness with penalty kicks must be set against that. Dirk Kuyt's miss here was 
his team's fifth in six attempts, even ignoring last weekend's Carling Cup final, 
when the shoot-out could easily have gone the way of Cardiff City. 
So the pride and delight in having won a trophy was quickly dissipated. Steven 
Gerrard, injured in England's midweek international, brought the cup out before 
kick-off for the most perfunctory of celebrations, waving once to the crowd and 
then disappearing straight back down the tunnel. 
Gerrard was missed, all the more so because Charlie Adam's distribution was 
often askew. Jordan Henderson looked a little more like the 
player Liverpool thought they had bought last summer and Jay Spearing worked 
as hard as ever. Luis Suarez twisted and turned splendidly in the first half, winning 
the controversial penalty kick, but overall it was difficult for neutrals to find 
common ground with Kenny Dalglish about a performance the manager described 
as "outstanding", "unbelievable" and "fantastic". 
He was on safer ground in claiming "the scoreline doesn't reflect the game", an 
assessment that Arsne Wenger did not attempt to disagree with. "We're 
disappointed because of the unbelievable performance we put in," Dalglish said. 
"Maybe that might be the next step, to be ugly and win. We need a wee bit of 
luck but we will keep going." 
Wenger admitted: "We were not in the game first half and it was flattering to be 
1-1 at half-time. We refused to give in, the second half was much more level and 
our goalkeeper and centre-forward made the difference." 
It is a relief for an Arsenal manager to be able to bank on his goalkeeper, but 
Wojciech Szczesny again looked a worthy heir to David Seaman, Bob Wilson and 
the rest. In the period of sustained pressure before the interval he made three 
superb diving saves, including a double block form Kuyt's penalty. The actual spot-
kick was struck low to the goalkeeper's right and he threw himself down to beat it 
away with his right hand, then kept out Kuyt's follow-up. 
Some Liverpool supporters would doubtless claim that he should have been sent 
off for conceding the foul in the first place, but Suarez was moving away from 
goal, just, and there appeared to be no actual contact, the Uruguayan merely 
taking what he would have felt was justifiable evasive action as Szczesny lunged at 
him. He was beaten only by a team-mate, Koscielny diverting Henderson's fast, 
low cross past him after 23 minutes. 
At that point Kieran Gibbs was allowing Liverpool so much space down their right 
flank that more goals seemed likely. Szczesny prevented one with another 
accomplished low save from Suarez, who then hit a post, as did Kuyt from Adam's 
centre. Arsenal had produced nothing more threatening than a cross-shot by 
Theo Walcott that Pepe Reina saved but on the half-hour Jose Enrique failed to 
close down the right-back Bacary Sagna and Van Persie held off Jamie Carragher 
to head in from six yards. 
Arsenal improved thereafter, despite injuries to Arteta, who ran into Henderson, 
then his replacement Abou Diaby and also the otherwise anonymous Yossi 
Benayoun. All three are likely to be unavailable for Tuesday's Champions' League 
game against Milan. Arsenal would happily have taken a point back to London but 
at the start of added time Alex Song chipped a pass for Van Persie to volley in and 
they had all three, leavingLiverpool 10 in arrears. 
Liverpool (4-2-3-1): Reina; Kelly, Carragher, Skrtel, Enrique; Spearing (Carroll 90), 
Adam; Henderson, Kuyt, Downing (Bellamy 88); Suarez. 
Arsenal (4-2-3-1): Szczesny; Sagna, Koscielny, Vermaelen, Gibbs; Arteta (Diaby 53), 
Song; Walcott, Rosicky, Benayoun (Gervinho 74); Van Persie 
Referee: Mark Halsey 
Man of the match: Szczesny (Arsenal) 
Match rating: 7/10 
 

 

 
Van Persie brace sees off Dalglish's wasteful Reds 
Liverpool 1 Koscielny (og) 23 Arsenal 2 Van Persie 31, 90 Att: 44,922 How had 
they lost? Liverpool supporters poured out of Anfield baffled and frustrated. They 
had watched their side miss a penalty, hit the woodwork twice and waste a series 
of chances against a jaded-looking Arsenal, only to end up losing it in stoppage 
time. How had they lost? There was a simple three-word answer to that question: 
Robin van Persie. 
By his standards, the Arsenal captain was barely involved. 
Utterly isolated for long periods of the game, he struggled to get a kick. But with 
two touches he won the game. In the first half, with Arsenal just hoping to hang 
on, he headed an equaliser and two minutes into stoppage time he volleyed a 
superb winner. As Arsene Wenger succinctly put it: "From not a lot, he did a lot." 
The result gives the league table a healthy shine for Arsenal: they have a 10-point 
cushion over Liverpooland are now just four points behind North London rivals 
Tottenham. Van Persie had the grace to concede his team got away with it. "We 
didn't deserve it if we are honest," he said. 
"Liverpool played better than us but to nick it like that we can only be pleased. It 
was a massive result for us." 
The winning goal carried echoes of Van Persie's exquisite finish against Everton 
earlier this season. Just like with that goal, Alex Song spotted the Dutchman 
pulling away from his man - Jamie Carragher in this case - and found him with a 
perfectly measured diagonal pass. Van Persie met it on the volley, beating Pepe 
Reina at his near post. 
"It was exactly the same pass as Alex gave me at Everton," Van Persie said. 
"The difference was that for that goal I met it with the front of the foot and shot 
into the opposite corner while this time I went to the other corner and hit it with 
the side of my foot. It was an unbelievable pass from Alex." 
Van Persie gave his man-of-thematch champagne to Wojciech Szczesny, and with 
good cause. The Arsenal goalkeeper singlehandedly held off Liverpool in the first 
half. Steven Gerrard had brought out the Carling Cup trophy before the game but 
any suggestions that there would be a hangover from that game were swiftly 
countered. Even without their captain, whose hamstring kept him 
out, Liverpool were dominant. 
Luis Suarez was lively and after 18 minutes he played a one-two with Dirk Kuyt in 
the Arsenal area, and then dragged the ball away from the onrushing Szczesny. 
Initially it appeared that Mark Halsey had been gulled into giving a penalty but 
replays vindicated the referee. Kuyt took the spot-kick but Szczesny dived to his 
right to save and then scrambled back to his feet to claw away the Dutchman's 
scuffed effort from the rebound. 
That was Liverpool's sixth penalty miss of the season. Kuyt and Suarez both hit the 
post in the first half which means Liverpool have hit the woodwork 21 times, 
more than anyone else this season. Suarez wriggled through four Arsenal 
defenders but was denied by another superb Szczesny save and, after the break, 
Martin Kelly could not get his feet coordinated for a tap in. The chances just kept 
coming. "We can create chances, we can win penalties so it is about the next bit," 
Kenny Dalglish said. "Maybe the next bit is just to be ugly, and get the winning 
goal. The result is the only disappointing thing there, the performance was 
outstanding." For all their dominance, Liverpool only managed to get four of their 
14 efforts on target and when they did score, it came from an Arsenal player. 
With Kieran Gibbs overcommitted, Jordan Henderson found space on the right 
and Stewart Downing sent him galloping away. 
Henderson's low cross was sliced into his own net by Laurent Koscielny at the 
near post, the ball coming off his shin. 
Arsenal equalised out of nothing. Bacary Sagna was given far too much time to 
weigh up his cross and he found Van Persie, who had moved goal-side of 
Carragher. It was a simple headed finish. He then went into hibernation until 
stoppage time. 
There had been a couple of warning signs for Liverpool as the game drew to a 
close. Theo Walcott had missed two good chances, flicking a free header into 
Reina's hands and then being denied by the Liverpoolgoalkeeper from Gibbs' 
pullback. Van Persie showed how it was done, meeting Song's pass with a 
controlled volley - his 31st goal of the season. 
With every performance his value to the club increases. His contract expires in 
2013 and Arsenal need to negotiate a new deal in the summer. 
"We will do anything possible to keep him," Wenger said. "I cannot say much 
more. I am proud of how he has gone from the timid boy when he arrived here to 
being the leader he is today, playing under pressure every game because he 
knows he has to score goals. He is up there with the best in the world." 
The only downside for Wenger were the injuries sustained by his players, 
especially that of Mikel Arteta, who was hurt colliding with Henderson off the ball 
and needed five minutes of treatment on the pitch before being taken to hospital 
with a neck injury. 
"This is the bad news of the day," Wenger said. "Also Abou Diaby did his 
hamstring, Yossi Benayoun has a small hamstring problem and Gibbs has a 
problem. We looked decimated after the game." 
Wenger will again juggle his resources as he seeks to "make the impossible 
possible" in reversing their 4-0 deficit against Milan on Tuesday. 
Still, where there is Van Persie, there is hope. 
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Van Persie stuns Liverpool 
LIVERPOOL Koscielny og 23 ARSENAL Van Persie 31, 90+2 12 Reina 4-4-1-1 Kelly 
Carragher Skrtel Jose Enrique Downing Henderson Spearing Adam Kuyt Suarez e 
Van Persie Rosicky Benayoun Walcott Song Arteta Gibbs Sagna Vermaelen 
Koscielny 4-2-3-1 Szczesny Star man: Robin van Persie (Arsenal) Yellow card: 
Arsenal: Vermaelen Referee: M Halsey Attendance: 44,922 WHEN Robin van 
Persie was a young arrival at Arsenal he was told to study Dennis Bergkamp. Van 
Persie, the son of two artists, claims to be useless at drawing but is obviously 
brilliant at physical re-enactment of the imagery in his mind. The Dutchman 
reprised a Bergkamp highlights package and threw in some Marco van Basten as 
well to provide a quite sublime performance, even by his standards this season. 
It goes without saying that Van Persie, yet again, was the difference between 
achievement and disappointment for Arsene Wenger. He has 25 league goals and 
counting. Liverpool's entire squad - when own goals are subtracted - have scored 
only 26. They forced 12 corners to Arsenal's none, missed their fourth Premier 
League penalty of the season and saw a game in which, as Wojciech Szczesny 
admitted, they "killed" Arsenal in the first half, slip away. 
In stoppage time, after a winner that should be hung alongside his parents' work 
in Rotterdam Art Gallery, Van Persie feinted past Dirk Kuyt with soft feet and a 
smile on his face like a dad in slippers mucking about with his child and a football 
in the garden. He was a player at ease with his surroundings and talent. 
Liverpool do not have enough of those and even the more self-assured of Kenny 
Dalglish's players - Charlie Adam, Luis Suarez and Kuyt, who missed the penalty - 
now appear to be trying a bit too hard close to goal. It's difficult to relax when you 
have drawn eight and lost one of 13 games at Anfield. "I have seen Liverpoolmany 
times this season dominating teams but if you are not killed off in this Premier 
League you always have a chance," Wenger observed. 
Van Persie offloaded the man-of-the-match champagne to Szczesny in recognition 
of his double save from Kuyt's penalty and follow-up, having thrown his shirt to 
fans and kissed the boot with which Alex Song delivered the pass that set up his 
astonishing late winner. "Having seen the boy arriving here, timid, and seeing the 
leader of the team he has become, playing under big pressure because everyone 
expects him to score, is exceptional development as a footballer and a human 
being," said Wenger. Arsenal's onfield progress, rather than wage structure, is 
likely to determine whether Van Persie stays. He has 15 months left on his 
contract. "We'll do anything possible to keep him," said Wenger and this decent 
step towards Champions League qualification - Liverpool are now out of it - was a 
start. Arsenal's chances of remaining in this season's Champions League have 
receded further, however. Down 4-0 from the first leg, they face being depleted 
in Tuesday's second leg against AC Milan because of injuries to Kieran Gibbs, Yossi 
Benayoun, Abou Diaby and Mikel Arteta, who was sent to hospital with a neck 
injury after a head clash with Jordan Henderson. 
The pause for Arteta to be given oxygen and put on a stretcher led to nine 
minutes of added time and two minutes into this Van Persie struck. Song sent a 
gorgeous lob into a pocket of space between Martin Kelly and Jamie Carragher. 
His run was extraordinary, judged to keep him onside by the finest margin, and his 
finish was even better, his left instep guiding a first-time volley between Pepe 
Reina and the near post. It was reminiscent of his goal against Everton this season 
and an amalgam of Bergkamp's 1998 World Cup goal and Van Basten's iconic Euro 
88 strike. As Dalglish argued, however, Van Persie's genius wouldn't have 
mattered had Liverpool taken half their chances. His team's first half was superb, 
Arsenal shredded by Liverpool's lightning counterattacks. These usually involved 
the flanks, where the lack of protection offered by Theo Walcott and Benayoun 
left the fullbacks exposed. Jay Spearing, outstanding as Liverpool's mini-enforcer, 
and Stewart Downing combined to release Henderson and Laurent Koscielny 
turned the ball past Szczesny for 1-0. It should have been 2-0 but Szczesny saved a 
penalty he had conceded by making faint contact when he dived at Suarez's feet. 
Suarez and Kuyt were unfortunate to hit posts with good efforts and Szczesny 
saved when Suarez made a chance for himself with a dribble. Liverpool should 
have led 4-1 at half-time but it was 1-1. Van Persie had equalised by nodding 
home Bacary Sagna's cross. 
Kelly missed horribly, from close range, while Reina had to improvise to save 
Walcott's deflected shot with his feet. It was heading for a draw before Van 
Persie's coup de grace. What would Arsenal do without him?Liverpool: Reina 6, 
Kelly 7, Carragher 7, Skrtel 7, Luis Enrique 6, Henderson 6, Spearing 8 (Carroll 
90min), Adam 5, Downing 6 (Bellamy 88min), Kuyt 6, Suarez 6 Arsenal: Szczesny 8, 
Sagna 7, Koscielny 5, Vermaelen 7, Gibbs 6, Arteta 7 (Diaby 53min; Oxlade-
Chamberlain 80min), Song 7, Walcott 6, Rosicky 6, Benayoun 5 (Gervinho 74min), 
Van Persie 9 WHY VAN IS VITAL n It is no surprise that Arsenal manager Arsene 
Wenger said the club could not afford to lose Robin van Persie after another 
match-winning performance from the striker at Anfield yesterday. The Dutchman 
scored a goal in each half to take his tally in all competitions to 31. Goals from Van 
Persie, whose contract is up in 15 months, have secured Arsenal 19 of their 49 
points in the Premier League this season n Of the 25 he has scored in the league - 
from a club total of 55 - 12 have made the difference as to whether the Gunners 
have taken one or three points. And he doesn't just do it at home. Van Persie has 
scored 11 of his league goals away from the Emirates, yesterday''s double adding 
Anfield to the list of grounds at which he has scored 
 

 

 
Rampant Van Persie unleashes late volley to silence Anfield 
LIVERPOOL 1 Koscielny 23og 
ARSENAL 2 Van Persie 31 90 
Robin van Persie has waited a long time to score at Liverpool and will remember 
both of the goals that earned Arsenal the points here. His first is the only goal he 
has scored with his head this season; his second was a winner in the second 
minute of added time that will rank as one of the best strikes of his career, even 
though he makes a habit of unanswerable finishes. This volley was not quite in the 
Marco van Basten class of spectacular, nor was it as jaw-droppingly sumptuous as 
the one Van Persie scored against Everton this season, but it was a gloriously 
instinctive piece of skill that silenced Anfield just when it seemed a ninth home 
draw of the season was on the cards. 
It was almost a carbon copy of his goal against Everton, even down to Alex Song 
providing the pass, though given the stage for the game and the significance of 
the victory in the race for fourth place in the Premier League, this was a cause for 
greater celebration. 
Having gone ahead through an own goal and missed another 
penalty, Liverpool were probably only worth a point, but when Van Persie 
reached on to Song's long ball forward in stoppage time they were denied even 
that. There could be no argument against such a decisive score and there was 
little time left in any case. Van Persie hit the ball as it dropped over his shoulder 
and surprised Pepe Reina with his speed of thought rather than the power or 
placement of his shot. 
Liverpool should have gone in front after 17 minutes of an eventful first half when 
Luis Suarez won a penalty, tumbling over Wojciech Szczesny's outstretched leg 
after pushing the ball past the goalkeeper. There was some doubt about the 
amount of contact - and at least a suggestion that Suarez was looking to go down 
- but it appeared that a foul had been committed so the referee, Mark Halsey, 
pointed to the spot. Perhaps significantly, he took no further action against the 
Arsenal goalkeeper, who could have been dismissed but stayed on the field to 
save his side twice over from Dirk Kuyt's penalty. 
First Szczesny dived to his right to keep out the spot-kick, then flung himself to his 
left to palm away the follow-up, which Kuyt might have been better to leave to 
the better-placed Jordan Henderson. "The second was the save of the game," said 
Arsene Wenger. "I wasn't happy about the referee's decision originally, but I 
heard television had shown it was a penalty." 
Szczesny's good work was wasted six minutes later, when he was beaten by one 
of his own defenders.Liverpool had put together a good passing move, with Jay 
Spearing and Stewart Downing launching Henderson down the right wing. The 
eventual cross was nothing special and, from a good position to intercept, Laurent 
Koscielny came up with a finish better than any of the home strikers would have 
managed, smacking the ball past his keeper under no particular pressure. 
Following up after Szczesny had pushed out a shot from Henderson, Suarez hit a 
post as Liverpool enjoyed their best spell, but just as Arsenal seemed to be 
struggling to contain their opponents they drew level, with a goal of clinical 
quality produced out of nothing. 
Bacary Sagna was allowed all the time he required to arrow in a pinpoint cross 
from the right that took Martin Skrtel out of the equation and left Van Persie with 
the relatively straightforward task of staying in front of Jamie Carragher and 
heading the ball past Reina from the six-yard line for what was his 30th goal of the 
season. Suarez was unlucky towards the end of the first half when he turned 
Thomas Vermaelen inside out only to see Szczesny just reach his shot, 
then Liverpool hit the woodwork again just before the interval when Kuyt touched 
on Charlie Adam's cross. Liverpool have been denied by the goal-frame more 
often than any other Premier League club this season and while some will say that 
shows the extent of their attacking intent, others would suggest there is room for 
improvement in their finishing. 
Arsenal lost Mikel Arteta with a neck injury at the start of the second half after an 
accidental collision with Henderson, but continued to hold their own against 
a Liverpool midfield that lacked Steven Gerrard, injured while playing for England 
in midweek. 
They might have taken the lead on 70 minutes when Theo Walcott's shot took a 
late deflection off Skrtel to bring a sharp reaction save from Reina, though they 
could also have gone behind at around the same stage in the game. Kuyt's 
excellent cross from the right fell to Martin Kelly, at the far post, who finished like 
a full-back suffering a nosebleed from being too high up the pitch. 
To his credit, Kenny Dalglish did not attempt to claim an injustice had taken place 
or that Liverpool were only beaten by a wonder strike. "The scoreline didn't 
reflect the game, but that was our own fault," the Liverpoolmanager said. 
LIVERPOOL 
Reina; Kelly, Carragher, Skrtel, Jose Enrique; Kuyt, Henderson, Spearing (Carroll 
90), Adam, Downing (Bellamy 87); Suarez Subs not used Rodriguez, Coates, Doni, 
Shelvey, Flanagan 
ARSENAL 
Szczesny; Sagna, Vermaelen (Booked), Koscielny, Gibbs; Rosicky, Song, Arteta 
(Diaby 52; Oxlade-Chamberlain 80); Walcott, Van Persie, Benayoun (Gervinho 73) 
Subs not used Fabianski, Jenkinson, Chamakh, Miquel 
Anfield 44,522 Game rating 8/10 Referee Mark Halsey 
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Van Persie works his magic yet again to stun Anfield 
1 LIVERPOOL Koscielny (23, og) 2 ARSENAL Van Persie (31, 90) THE BALL was 
lofted over the back four with a deftness of touch from Alex Song that was quite 
exquisite. So soft was the touch that it hung in the air for what seemed an extra 
second as Robin van Persie sprinted clear of Jamie Carragher and Martin Skrtel. 
And as it fell for the Arsenal striker, you sensed that here was the match-winning 
moment, two minutes into injury-time. No matter that the angle was impossibly 
tight, that he was faced by a goalkeeper of Pepe Reina's quality. Van Persie is 
unstoppable in these situations and so it proved. 
Once again it was necessary to invoke Marco van Basten to convey the quality of 
the finish. Somehow the left-foot volley, struck first time, flew in at the near post 
and as Arsenal cavorted in celebration, Liverpoolwere left incredulous. 
Yet Van Persie still did not deserve to be man of the match. 
That honour belonged to Wojciech Szczesny, for whom this represented a near 
perfect display of goalkeeping as he kept his side in the game in the long periods 
when they were dominated by Liverpool. 
'If I was in the position of Liverpool it would be hard for them to take,' said Arsene 
Wenger afterwards. 
Kenny Dalglish contented himself with: 'The scoreline does not reflect the game. 
The result was the only disappointing thing about today because it was an 
unbelievable performance.' Yet there it is. Arsenal take the three points and 
seemingly end Liverpool's Champions League ambitions as well as moving to 
within four points of Tottenham in third, a team they trailed by 10 points - and 
two goals - less than a week ago. A miracle against AC Milan on Tuesday seems 
implausible but in this turbulent season, nothing is impossible. 
And though Szczesny and Van Persie were outstanding, this should actually read 
as a critique of how far Arsenal have fallen. Song can be excused after his later 
contribution but the midfield trio of him, Mikel Arteta and Tomas Rosicky were so 
wasteful in possession that it was at times embarrassing to behold. 
Yossi Benayoun, after his inspirational display last weekend, returned to 
anonymity while Kieran Gibbs, though left exposed by Benayoun, was defensively 
deficient. In fact, Arsenal resorted to long balls, which they invariably lost, more 
times than Wenger will care to remember. 
Things improved after Arteta left with what looked a serious neck injury, though 
his replacement Abou Diaby was withdrawn after less than 30 minutes with a 
recurrence of his hamstring injury. As for Liverpool, they were excellent in all 
areas except their finishing and those two moments when Van Persie found 
himself free. But as Dalglish pointed out: 'We could have allowed him those two 
moments (and still won) with the opportunities we had.' The litany of missed 
chances began with the 18th-minute penalty, in which Suarez deserves credit for 
the superb one-two he played with Dirk Kuyt, but less for the theatrical dive he 
performed as Szczesny raced out to block him. So quickly did it happen that 
referee Mark Halsey could not be faulted but it was a carbon copy of the unjust 
penalty Szczesny conceded to Gareth Bale last Sunday. 
No matter. The Pole produced a superb save, diving to his right to block Kuyt. 
Then, astonishingly, as the rebound fell kindly for Kuyt, Szczesny recovered to dive 
to his left and save what seemed a certain goal. WhenLiverpool's goal did come, it 
had a degree of calamity about it, Laurent Koscielny inexplicably turning in Jordan 
Henderson's cross on 23 minutes. 
Another superb save followed from a Henderson strike on 25 minutes which saw 
Suarez hit the post from the rebound but, having contributed so little, Arsenal 
were level on 31 minutes. Sagna swung in a hopeful cross and Jamie Carragher 
allowed Van Persie to get in behind him and head home. 
The Liverpool onslaught resumed. Suarez's finest moment came on 40 minutes, 
when he turned Thomas Vermaelen, beat Sagna and Koscielny to wriggle through 
on goal, only to be denied at point-blank range by Szczesny again. And as half-
time approached, Kuyt slid in for a Charlie Adam cross and hit the post before 
Gibbs cleared. 
Szczesny had to dive at the feet of Martin Kelly on the hour before 
the Liverpool right-back spoiled an excellent afternoon's work by missing the 
simplest chance on 70 minutes from three yards out. 
Arsenal were not without potency, notably on 72 minutes when Song and Gibbs 
set up Theo Walcott, with Reina saving the deflected shot well. Walcott did less 
well with a soft header on 79 minutes. 
Still, one man is certain to score for Arsenal these days and maybe they were 
simply waiting for the ball to drop for him. For when it did in that 92nd minute, 
there was little doubt about the conclusion. LIVERPOOL (4-4-1-1): Reina; Kelly, 
Carragher, Skrtel, Enrique; Downing (Bellamy 88min), Adam, Spearing (Carroll 90), 
Henderson; Kuyt; Suarez. Subs (not used): Maxi, Coates, Doni, Shelvey, Flanagan. 
ARSENAL (4-3-3): Szczesny; Sagna, Vermaelen, Koscielny, Gibbs; Song, Rosicky, 
Arteta (Diaby 53); Walcott, Van Persie, Benayoun (Gervinho 74). Subs (not used): 
Oxlade-Chamberlain, Fabianski, Jenkinson, Gervinho, Chamakh, Miquel. Booked: 
Vermaelen. REFEREE: M Halsey. 
 

 

 
VAN KEEPS ROLLING; Robin's double wins it but Szczesny plays part 
with vital saves 
LIVERPOOL 1 Koscielny (og) 23 ARSENAL 2 Van Persie 31, 90 ARSENAL'S Captain 
Fantastic grabbed the headlines after his brilliant brace mugged Liverpool to 
continue the Gunners' surge back into Champions League contention. 
There's no doubt that Robin van Persie's magic wand of a left foot conjured up an 
unlikely win yesterday. 
But, as they showed at Anfield, Arsenal are not a one-man team. 
Step forward Wojciech Szczesny, whose awesome goalkeeping display was the 
equal of Van Persie's excellent finishing. 
An Arsenal goalkeeper has huge boots to fill - think of Bob Wilson, David Seaman 
and Jens Lehmann. 
The enigmatic Szczesny certainly has his critics, but he is brimming with the kind 
of self-belief that many Arsenal players have lacked this season. 
Szczesny, an Arsenal fan, wears his heart on his sleeve. When he left the pitch 
after the exhilarating 5-2 derby triumph against Spurs, he lustily joined in with the 
songs from the stands. 
Yesterday, two minutes into stoppage time, after Van Persie had scored his 31st 
goal of the season, he celebrated as if Wenger's men had just won the Champions 
League. 
It was a wonderful first-time volley by the Dutchman, following a delightful chip 
by Alex Song, and was reminiscent of his amazing strike against Everton. 
Van Persie's first-half equaliser was a rare header. Bacary Sagna had far too much 
space on the right to swing in a tantalising cross - and the striker nipped in ahead 
of Jamie Carragher to head past Pepe Reina. 
But Szczesny was just as much an Arsenal hero. In the opening period, Liverpool, 
despite being without inspirational skipper Steven Gerrard, cut through the 
visitors' defence time and again. 
Dirk Kuyt was unlucky to see his clever flick from a Charlie Adam cross hit the 
post. 
And Luis Suarez, who the Gunners' rearguard simply couldn't handle, could have 
had a hat-trick. 
First, Sagna nicked the ball off him just as the Uruguyan looked poised to strike it 
home. Then he hit the post after Szczesny did magnificently well to push 
Henderson's shot away, but straight into Suarez's path. 
Reina's long kick played in Suarez for a " Finally, the keeper made another brilliant 
save to deny the striker after Suarez had swerved between Alex Song and Thomas 
Vermaelen. 
The Polish stopper had to be on his toes from the opening minutes. 
half-chance, but Szczesny came rushing off his line to head the ball straight to 
Stewart Downing, who then miskicked in front of goal. 
Wenger said: "Our keeper, as well as our centre-forward, made all the difference. 
"He had a lot to do. He was very brave. He had a difficult spell in January, but he's 
only 21 and is a great talent." 
The Reds should have opened the scoring when Szczesny brought down Suarez. 
But Szczesny made amends in spectacular style by brilliantly saving Kuyt's penalty 
- and then blocking again when the striker tried to knock in the follow-up. A goal 
was inevitable and it came following a flowing move by the Reds. Jay Spearing 
found Downing, who pinged it out wide to Jordan Henderson. 
His low cross was then somehow sliced into his own net by Arsenal centre-half 
Laurent Koscielny. 
After the restart it was more of the same with Martin Kelly, filling in at right-back 
for the injured Glen Johnson, missing a sitter from a Kuyt cross. 
But it was that man Van Persie whose double Dutch made it four league wins on 
the spin for a resurgent Arsenal. Wenger admitted: "We were not in the game in 
the first half, but when you see the ball landing at Van Persie's feet you know it 
will be a goal." 
Dalglish was devastated that the Reds got nothing from a game they had 
threatened to run away with. 
He said: "It was a fantastic performance, but a disappointing result. 
"We learned a lesson. We were attack-minded and created chances, but we have 
to learn to win ugly." 
CLAVANE'S VERDICT IN the first half, the Reds were rampant, but they were 
mugged by two counterattacks - and two great finishes by Arsenal's Captain 
Fantastic. 
Read Andy Dunn's verdict from Anfield Pages 4-5 Killer stat Arsenal have 
conceded five own goals in the League this season 5 
 

 


